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Why “unconventional”…? 

  No inflation targeting monetary policy regime (RER 
targeting?) 

  Capital account regulation 
  Export tariffs on primary goods (Multiple effective RERs) 
  Active incomes policies 
  Other … 



Macro performance 2003-2008 



GDP growth averaged 8.5% between 2003-2008 (per 
capita GDP growth averaged 7.2%) 

Real GDP Growth  
Y0Y change (%) 

Source: INDEC 



On the demand side: Growth driven by investment and 
consumption spending (not export-led growth) 

Source: INDEC 

Real GDP, Consumption, Investment and Exports Growth  
YoY change (%) 



On the supply side: Balanced growth and symptoms of re-
industrialization 

Source: INDEC and Ministry of Labor 

Stock of firms and formal employment 



Sharp reduction in unemployment and underemployment 

Source: INDEC 

Unemployment and underemployment rates (%) 



Significant reductions in poverty and improvement in 
income distribution 

Wage share in National Income 
As a % of GDP 

Source: INDEC 



Continuous current account surpluses 

Balance-of Payments Current Account – 1960-2008 
As % of GDP 

Source: INDEC 



International reserves accumulation 

Source: BCRA 
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Public Sector Primary and Overall Balances – 1960-2008 
As % of GDP 

Persistent overall fiscal surpluses for the first time in 
decades 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance 



Significant increase in tax pressure 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance 

Tax Pressure 
As % of GDP 



Declining Public Sector debt 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance 

Domestic and Foreign Public Debt to GDP ratio 



Savings-investment surplus 

Gross Fixed Investment and Domestic Savings 
A % of GDP 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance 



On the eve of Lehman Brothers collapse 



Domestic WPI and international commodity prices (excl. energy) 
YoY change (%) 

Surge in international commodity prices exerted pressure 
on domestic prices, especially food prices (despite efforts 
to “decouple” via increase in export tariffs on agricultural 
goods) 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance 



In contrast to other Latin American economies, Argentina 
did not resort to ER nominal appreciation as an anti-
inflationary tool 

Nominal exchange rates  
Local currency per US dollar 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance 



Real exchange rate appreciation still occurred as a result of 
the rise in domestic inflation and despite trading partners’ 
ER appreciation (e.g. Brazil). 

Source: BCRA and INDEC 

Real Exchange Rate Index 
Dec-2001 = 100 



RER appreciation accelerated imports menacing to bring 
the current account of the balance of payments into 
negative territory in 2009. 

Source: INDEC 

Imports 
In USD Millions and as a % 



In turn capital outflows accelerated as of mid-2007… 

Source: BCRA 
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… bringing about financial distress (reduction in money 
demand) 

Source: BCRA 

Monetary Aggregates 
As a % of GDP 



GDP Growth 
YoY (%) 

Imports and capital flight meant macro deceleration 
(especially in the case of tradable goods). 

Source: Based on Ministry of Economy and Finance 

Goods 

Services 



On the fiscal front, Government lost access to credit 
markets with financial obligations on the rise in 2009. Fiscal 
balances were still on positive territory on the eve of 
Lehman Brothers’ collapse, but with reduced fiscal space. 

Primary balance 

Overall balance 

Sovereign risk premium 

Fiscal balances 
As a % of GDP 

Source: Based on Ministry of Economy and Finance 



Transmission channels 



No exposure via the financial channel 

Macro robustness 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance and BCRA 



No exposure via the financial channel (cont.) 

Financial System Robustness 

Source: BCRA 



Significant exposure via the trade channel 

Production – January/September 
YoY (%) 

Source: INDEC 



Significant exposure via the trade channel (cont.) 

Production: Automobile and Steel Industries  
IV.07 = 100 

Source: INDEC 



Unpredicted exogenous shock: Worst drought in decades 

Comparative yields and production 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture 



Sharp slowdown in gross fixed investment, private 
consumption and exports…  

Investment, private consumption and exports 
YoY (%) 

Source: INDEC 



Sharp slowdown in imports…  
Imports 
YoY (%) 

Source: INDEC 



Sharp slowdown in tax revenues…  
Fiscal revenues 

 12 months accumulated YoY (%) 

Tax Revenues (excl. Social Sec.) Social Security revenues 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance 



Government’s response 



Significant positive fiscal impulse: Government maintained 
primary expenditures momentum despite the decline in tax 
revenues’.  

Primary expenditures and tax revenues 
YoY variation (%) 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance 

Tax Revenues Primary expenditures 

Primary balance % GDP 
 (right) 



Sharp reduction in fiscal balances (overall balance entered 
negative territory for the first time in six years) 

Primary and overall balances 
As a % of GDP 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance 



Fiscal space significantly enhanced after re-nationalization 
of the social security system (liability management made 
easier due to large private pension funds exposure to 
public sector debt).  

Public Sector Debt held by the Social Security Reserve Fund (*) 
As a % of the Social Security Reserve Fund 

Gross and Net Public Sector Debt (**) 
As a % of GDP 

(**) Net Public Sector Debt excludes Public Debt held by Government 
Agencies (e.g. by the Social Security Reserve Fund) 

(*) Fondo de Garantía de Sustentabilidad del Régimen 
Previsional (FGS) 



Most relevant measures, including cash transfers, tax 
reductions, active labor market policies (REPRO), etc. 

Counter-cyclical fiscal policy in detail 
In million pesos and as a % of GDP 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance Ministry of Labor and Social Security 



The fiscal stimulus could not completely offset the 
contraction in exports and private domestic spending 

Source: INDEC 

GDP Variation (%)  



Rate of Unemployment (%) 

Still, impact on unemployment was mild if compared to 
other similar episodes 

Source: INDEC 

+ 4.4 pp + 1.3 pp + 0.8 pp + 1.4 pp 



After effects… 



Source: Own elaboration based on INDEC and BCRA 

Disinflation, nominal ER (moderate) devaluation and 
trading partners appreciation resulted again in a more 
competitive RER and deactivation of distributive pressures 

Domestic WPI (YoY %), Nominal ER (pesos/USD) 
and Real ER (YoY %) 



Trade balance – 8 Jan-Aug 

Improvement in trade surplus (imports fell more sharply 
than exports; expected trade surplus for 2009 rose from 
USD 7.5 billion to USD 16.7 billion) deactivated concerns 
over BoP stress in 2009 

Source: INDEC 

Trade balance 

Exports (YoY %) 

Imports (YoY %) 



Conclusions and prospects… 

  ER real depreciation since Lehman Brothers’ collapse 
has reestablished competitiveness in labor-intensive 
tradable sectors 

  Disinflation since Lehman Brothers’ collapse has 
prevented the intensification of the distributive conflict 

  Sharp fall in imports (due to economic downturn, 
administrative measures and ER depreciation) has 
resulted in a record-high current account surplus in 
2009, enhancing monetary and ER policy space looking 
forward 

  Aggressive counter-cyclical fiscal response and 
proactive labor market policies (e.g. REPRO) prevented 
the unemployment rate from rising more markedly 

  Significant recovery expected for IV.09 and 2010; it is 
likely that this puts an end to the rise in the 
unemployment rate 



Challenges looking forward… 

  Fiscal space has been and will continue to be important 
in the forthcoming recovery; government’s ability to 
regain access to financial markets may be critical in 2010 

  The need to regain access to financial markets should 
not come at the cost of neglecting some of the virtuous 
heterodox features of macro policies in the 2003-2008 
period (e.g. maintenance of a competitive ER; short-term 
capital controls; “de-dollarization” of banks’ balance 
sheets, etc.)  

  The need to recover fiscal space is consistent with 
(progressive) tax reform (despite some improvement in 
recent years, Argentina still bears a regressive tax 
structure) 

  In the same line, a recalibration of indirect incomes 
policies (e.g. subsidized utilities and public transport 
rates) would help both public sector finances and 
distributive justice 



APPENDIX 



Source: Ministry of Labor and Social Security 

Incomes policies: Significant increase in minimum wage 

Minimum nominal wage 



Pension coverage 

Source: Ministry of Labor and Social Security 

Incomes policies: Significant increase in pension coverage 



Source: Ministry of Labor and Social Security 

Incomes policies: Significant increase in workers favored by 
collective bargaining 


